
Pedestrian Gates Collection
Luxury Composite Fencing



Charles & Ivy began with a simple observation: 

We made it our mission

to create a stylish, durable

and a low-maintenance modular

fencing and gate system.

As our ideas developed, we saw the 

potential for our products to further 

elevate outdoor spaces.

We have designed a modular fencing

and gate system which offers a broad

range of creative, beautiful and 

long-lasting options for your garden.

Our fencing products are exclusive

and designed by Charles & Ivy.

Conventional fencing, gates 

and screening is unremarkable, 

dull and maintenance-heavy.



Pedestrian Gates

Luxury
Fencing
For Life



Our easy-to-install products not only 

add a personal touch to your outdoor 

space, but also provide an eco-friendly 

fencing solution. 

Made with a mix of recycled plastics, 

our products use the equivalent of up 

to 80 plastic bottles per fence slat.

Give your home a luxury upgrade with

exclusive Charles & Ivy designs.

www.charlesandivy.co.uk

Transform your home and garden 

with our luxurious and no-maintenance 

composite products.



Charles & Ivy offers the world's largest

selection of premium fencing and gates. 

We manufacture and assemble the majority 

of our products in the United Kingdom.

We have a large team of product specialists

available 7 days a week online, on the phone

or at our showrooms to answer and assist

with any of your product queries.

All of our guaranteed products are available

to buy on our website and held in stock. 

We will deliver all items using our own in 

house logistics team between 1 and 7 days 

a�er your order. Rated Excellent

Designed, built and 

delivered by Charles & Ivy
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Enhance the beauty of your property with our 

pedestrian gates. All gates can be paired with any of 

our fencing collections and are available in 8 colours. 

Gates are available from 94cm to 184cm and can be 

customised to fit your space up to a width of 120cm.

Cra�ed using marine-grade powder-coated aluminum 

frames (black colour) and eco-friendly composite slats 

and screens. Our gates offer security and additional 

privacy and value to your home. All gates come with 

lockable door handles and are simple to install.

Hudson Pedestrian Gate - Light Stone

Heritage Full Screen Pedestrian Gate

Gate Handle and Lock

Pedestrian gates 

collection
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Our Pedestrian Gates are available to match any of our Fence collections. 

Choose from 8 colours and 4 heights. Gates are available from height 94cm 

to 184cm and can be customised to fit your space up to a width of 120cm.

Discover our 

pedestrian gate 

colours

Pedestrian Gates Collection

Dark Grey Mid Grey Light Grey Light Stone

Shades 
of Grey

Shades 
of Brown

Dark Oak Mid Brown Teak Light Oak



Charles and Ivy are the UK’s largest composite 

fencing supplier, known for our innovative designs 

and commitment to sustainability. We produce a range 

of eco-friendly composite products such as fencing, 

gates, planters, decorative screens and more, made 

from recycled plastic materials. 

Eco-Friendly
We pride ourselves on using recycled plastic 

to create high-quality, long-lasting products that 

are both functional and good for the environment.

By diverting plastic waste from landfills and

reducing the demand for new plastic, we are able

to make a positive impact on the planet, whilst

also meeting the needs of our customers. We are

dedicated to designing and producing sustainable

solutions that are both beautiful and durable
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Benefits of composite slatted fencing

Our tough composite resists rot, mould, 

and has in-built UV protection ensuring 

the colour will not fade.

Weatherproof

You can cut our composite products to 

the size you need without compromising 

the structural integrity.

Adaptable

All of our composite gate slats are 

eco-friendly and manufactured using 

recycled plastics.

Eco-friendly

Our composite is easy to clean 

and you’ll never need to paint, 

treat or stain.

No Maintenance

Our fully weatherproof slats match the 

same finish as corresponding fencing.

Slat Finish

Scan the QR code for more inspiration.

Explore 
our Gates
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How to install 

pedestrian gates

Our Pedestrian Gates have been designed 

for straightforward installation by a confident 

DIY-er or handyman. Watch our helpful videos 

on our website for step-by-step guidance.

Pedestrian Gates Collection

Scan the QR code 

on How To Install



Eden Malawi Petal

Pedestrian Gates Collection

AmbarAlnara

Aspen

Blossom Cubed

Narwa Nazira Palm Pebble

Habitat

Twilight

Hive

WindsorPlume Prism

Heritage

All of our gates can be paired with any of our 

20 decorative screen designs.

Decorative screen designs to fit gates

Feather



Explore our
Gate Collections

We supply fully assembled Pedestrian Gates for your 

required dimensions. Our gates provide a stylish and secure 

solution for your property. Our gates are constructed from 

marine-grade aluminium frames and eco-friendly composite 

slats and screens or aluminium slats, ensuring both 

durability and aesthetic appeal.

Fully assembled pedestrian gates Available in 4 heights from 94cm to 184cm and your 

chosen width up to 120cm, our gates can be tailored 

to fit any space. All gates have lockable door handles with 

3 keys included. Rest assured that your property is 

protected. Our Pedestrian Gates can be matched with any 

of our fencing collections and provide added privacy and 

value to your home.
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Charles & Ivy can offer a bespoke custom design service, 

tailored to meet your specific design. We offer a unique and 

personalised experience that is tailored to your preferences. 

Our custom-made products can be designed and fabricated 

to meet your requirements for size, style and functionality. 

Manufactured for you in Great Britain

If you have any design ideas that you cannot find available 

on our website, please contact us to speak with one of our 

product specialists to discuss your design ideas. 

Charles & Ivy products are built to the highest standards 

of quality and cra�smanship. 
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FAQ’s

If you have any other questions, 

please contact our product specialists 

who are available 7 days a week. 

What is included?

The slats and screen you have chosen, gate frame (to your 

chosen dimensions), handle and hinges.

The slats that you have chosen are fully assembled by us into the 

gate frame (to your chosen width dimensions). We will deliver to 

you the fully assembled gate - our gate handle is to be fitted by 

you a�er your gate has been installed into position. 

What is the finish on the gate frame?

The gate frame is manufactured using marine grade aluminium. 

The frames are then treated and finished with a high quality 

powder coating (black colour), ensuring a robust and durable 

finish to withstand all weather conditions.

Can the gates be locked?

Both sides of handle are lockable and come with 3 keys.

Are gates easy to install?

Yes, our gates are easy to install by a competent tradesperson 

or DIY'er. Ensure the surface that the gate hinges are fixing 

to are solid and square to the ground, If fixing to a freestanding 

post, ensure the post is sunk 60cm into the ground 

and fixed securely. 

Can gates be opened inwards and outwards?

Yes, gates can be fitted to open inwards or outwards and hung 

with hinges on the right or le�.

What are the product dimensions?

Gates are available in 4 heights – 94cm, 124cm, 154cm, 184cm, 

the width is chosen by you up to 120cm. We then fully assemble 

your gate design to your chosen design, height and width.
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What are the product dimensions?

If you have any other questions, 

please contact our product specialists 

who are available 7 days a week. 

Pedestrian Gates Collection

All gates are available in 4 heights and any width up to a maximum 

of 120cm and come fully assembled.

Height: 94cm Height: 124cm Height: 154cm Height: 184cm



We have assembled a team of highly skilled 

and knowledgeable product specialists, poised to assist 

you with any inquiries you may have. If you are seeking 

technical advice, inspiration, or guidance with design 

ideas, our team is well-equipped to meet your needs 

with expertise and experience.

Contact 

Visit our
Website

Opening Times 
(Showrooms):

Monday to Sunday 
9am to 9pm 

Monday to Saturday
9am to 5pm 

Sunday 10am to 4pm

EmailWharehouse Address

Showroom Address (South)

Imex Center, 575-599 
Maxted Road, Hemel Hempstead, HP2 7DX

Telephone

0161 884 4180

2 Opus Close, Carrington, 
Manchester, M31 4RQ 

info@charlesandivy.co.uk
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Pedestrian Gate 
Salone aluminium in black



Pedestrian Gate 
Pebble screen in black

Pedestrian Gate 
Ripple in teak



Pedestrian Gate 
Hudson in light grey

Pedestrian Gate 
Classic in dark oak



Start your garden journey today at:

charlesandivy.co.uk

Rated Excellent


